
LAUNCH Young Child Wellness Council 
July 10, 2013 
 
MEETING NOTES 
 
YCWC Attendees: Barbara Ferre (pediatrician), Denise Johnson (CareOregon), Meg McElroy 
(PCL), Mary Louise McClintock (OCF), Leslee Barnes (child care), Beth Gebstadt (Oregon 
LAUNCH), Amanda Peden (OPHI), Bruce Spilde (Mult MH), Jean Rystrom (Kaiser), Elizabeth 
Carroll (Mult Health), Pam Greenough Corrie (Mt. Hood Head Start), Jeanne Lemieux (CCRR), 
Svetlana Sivacheva (IRCO), Cheyenne Montgomery (parent), Kris Beck (MESD) 
 
Working Group (staff & contractors):  Cate Drinan, Beth Green, & Callie Lambarth (PSU), 
Ryan Francario (211info), Peg King (OPS), Elana Emlen (Young Child Wellness Coordinator)  
 
 
Portland Children’s Levy 
Portland voters renewed the Portland Children’s Levy (PCL) in May for five years.  PCL 
added Hunger Relief as an additional category of supported services.  PCL will conduct a 
new competition for the grants, and they are consulting with groups to get input on funding 
priorities within each category.  PCL will be seeking volunteer reviewers. 
Meg McElroy walked the Council through the PowerPoint (emailed separately) about PCL’s work 
investment in early childhood. 

 
Discussion and questions: 
 
The overall amount on page 4 was discussed and allocated to the sectors of the levy fund.  
The way “things shook out” on page 7 was just due to applications and the awards made. 
 
Page 9 – mental health consultation serves a number of other grants in other areas, so it 
skews the geography. 

 
There are trends emerging in how we see people participating in services, like classes and 
groups.  Center based programs have best participation rates, with home visiting next best, 
and groups/classes are at the bottom.  Parent child socialization groups have the most 
problematic participation.  This could be seasonal (Winter), and/or due to transportation.   
Programs that provide transportation have the best participation. 
 
Two years of home visiting, followed by preschool, gets children ready for school at the 
same level of readiness as children in a middle class home with mom. 
 
They were all using ASQ, and many were doing it one time, and PCL asked them to do it 
every 6 months as long as in program.  This serves as a tool for monitoring development, 
rather than an assessment.   
 
How is the allocation committee appointed?  Member of City Council (Saltzman), County 
Commissioner (Kafoury), county and city appointed (Julie Young city, and Serena 
Stoudamire-Wesley county), and Portland business alliance (Mitch Hornecker). 
 
Typically, these are 3-year grants with an option to renew for 2 more years. 

 



Question: what about the child welfare involved families – can you describe the foster care 
investments?   Meg:  Outcomes range by type of service we’re funding.  Levy hasn’t said 
“we’re only going to fund these things.”  The foster care component generally funds 
reunification, enrichment opportunities, and case management.  Been working with DHS to 
make programs work well.  Lisa Hansell manages this part of PCL.   
 
The questions listed by PCL on page 17.   
Question about geography and poverty.   Meg answered that 40% of children live east of 
82nd, but only 25% of kids served are there.  Pam suggests investing more east. 
 
Question: do you fund capacity building for staff and training for how they interact with kids 
around social emotional development?  Need both social-emotional and literacy/numeracy 
training, supervision and coaching.  Meg – within all grants is funding for training, and 
programs determine how to spend those funds.  PCL doesn’t guide that.  Haven’t put money 
aside outside the grants work to do that.   
 
Comment: Turnover rate – promoting standardization of curricula and evidence based 
programs.  If a program adopts PBIS, for example, then even if there is turnover then at 
least someone there is familiar.   
 
Comment on system level change, and with new focus on hunger, service is short term 
solution but there are initiatives about groceries in neighborhoods which are long term.  
Encourage to think about how policy and system change can fit in to make provision of 
service easier in long run. 
 
Question: How was the priority set per page 3?  Answer: Based on community input and 
research, and the Allocations Committee made the decision.    Workforce development and 
evidence based practice.   

 
Comment – taking 3 steps back, you want everyone – parent grandparent neighbor – don’t 
just teach providers, but build them up to be coaches in their spheres of influence.  And in 
home visiting.  Is there some way to help them be lifetime teachers? 
 
Comment – Larger trend is to look at core competencies that belong to a lot of evidence 
based practices.  Then you have to get trained in them.   Zero to Three did webinar on core 
competencies.  Model where you can train broad segments in working with children.  
Creating consistency in early childhood workforce sectors.  Curious if Levy is thinking about 
that . 
 
Comment – home visiting – The greatest number of staff funded by levy is in home visiting.  
We are less effective in home visiting, and need coaching for home visitors.   Laurie 
Roggman at Utah State is coming to Portland.  The Home Observation Visitors Rating 
Scale.  When you use it, quality goes up.   
 
Question – are any levy dollars for advocacy?  No.  Can’t be used for that.  Intent of levy is 
direct service. 
 
Comment – Oregon Pediatric Society sent out survey and had a board meeting.  Mental 
health and poverty showed up as important concerns, as did food insecurity.  Dana 
Hargunani has said they were starting to work on a training on food insecurity.    
 



Question – is there consideration of tying goals of Levy to State’s goals?  You could show 
connection, but how about having the state goal as a frame.   
 
Comment – support PCL looking at the population.  It’s probably not an accident that so 
many Latino families are engaged – saw that in Healthy Families.  It’s harder to engage 
some other populations -  maybe because our evidence based practice models are not so 
flexible for different cultures/communities.    
 
Coment – use of community health workers – individuals coming from within the community.  
That would help with engagement.  Meg – the culturally specific providers are doing a great 
job reaching their populations, but mainstream providers, for example, aren’t reaching the 
Native American population.  Are there ways to promote applications from those 
organizations?  Meg – when she saw that gap in portfolio, she talked with NAYA (NARA 
used to do it, and had not appled again), and she expects to see application for that 
community.   
 
Question – what percentage of grants are funded?  Meg: maybe about half of the requested.  

 
Comment – measuring something helps it improve.  Look at demographic breakdown and 
retention. 
 
Comment – grantees are being asked to change to serve the populations, so maybe you 
can say, “This is the result we need; make a program to do that.”  Use PCL funds to get 
programs to do that.  When the Levy first came out, it was for proven programs.  That meant 
the same old folks.  Push them to get to some of these needs.   

 
Question – are you doing community outreach to those communities to see what services 
they need?  Meg – doing provider meetings.  Un-translated survey.  Contract to talk about 
how to figure out outreach to those communities.   
 
Comment – system level efforts and alignment – local hub to be developed, but what will 
relationship be between PCL and the hub?  Because maybe the system (hub) can help – 
support with technical assistance, etc.   
 
 
 
Oregon Parenting Education Collaborative 
Mary Louise McClintock shared information about the Oregon Parenting Education Collaborative 
(attachment to minutes, 7/16/13 version.)   It is a collaboration of four foundations.  OPEC 
builds on previous investments.  Parenting programs can change dynamics, and OPEC is a 
school readiness strategy.  Parenting programs have been fragmented by inconsistent 
funding .  Oregon has not had a parent education system.  The foundations decided they 
needed to move past funding direct service and move toward a system for common 
outcomes.   
 
There are four objectives:  All parents can access high quality programs, Parenting 
education hubs, Reduced stigma, and Parents increase knowledge of child development 
and build parenting skills. 
 
OPEC is funding 11 hubs, reaching 19 counties.  There is no hub in metro area. 
 



As result of additional resources, Oregon Community Foundation’s board endorsed a plan to 
bring OPEC to scale and establish hubs in all parts of the state.  They hope the foundation 
partners will join in that. 
 
What is a parenting education hub?  (Confusing now, with early learning hubs.)  Parent 
Education Hubs are bringing the partners together to forge efforts to work collaboratively.   
OPEC left the designation of the lead organization to the community.  They convene the key 
stakeholders, providers, schools, Head Starts, and the touchpoints with children, such as 
CCOs, libraries, the faith community, etc.     They are blending funds.  They are ensuring 
parents know where to go.  The hubs are sending the message that parenting education is 
for everyone.   The funding is $90k/year for three years, and then it step down.  Part of the 
grant to each hub is for delivery of evidence based programs reaching parents of children all 
ages.   
 
In metro area, it is anticipated that they will be more flexible about curricula for particular 
populations.   
 
See PowerPoint emailed with minutes for information on results. 

 
The current hubs don’t include most and least populous parts of state.  They contracted with 
Dovetailing for research on how to coordinate in the tri-county area.  OPEC did not move 
forward because of changes on the horizon with early learning system.  But Oregon 
Community Foundation did go forward in two ways:  

• Partnering with LAUNCH to expand 211 Family Info so it could serve Washington 
and Clackamas, in addition to Multnomah County.  (And now Polk and Lane 
Counties are participating in 211 Family Info.)     

• Increasing access to quality parenting education through 10 small programming 
grants in the tri-county area.  (6 in Multnomah County).   

 
Now they are planning for next phase.  They will issue a Request For Proposals this fall, 
with a February due date, and a funding decision in May.  They are looking at how to align 
with early learning hub system.  In the metro area, they can see coming in after tge state 
designates the hubs, and then help these hubs with the parenting education piece.   OPEC 
is informative to the State because it demonstrates how hubs make progress in alignment 
and coordination, simply from having staff bringing the people together.  Almost all of Parent 
Education Hubs have participated in discussions at their early learning hub development. 
 
OSU is moving forward in professional development.  There is less credentialing in parent 
education than in child care and health.  Eva McGee has been working with OPEC for 3 
years on a credential and career ladder for parent education.   
 
Question: – have you found retention is better based on coordination of hubs?  Mary Louise 
said that the hubs receive technical assistance in parent recruitment and retention.  It is a 
constant effort to keep attendance rates up.  Food and child care are the most important 
factors.  Sometimes transportation makes a difference, sometimes not.  They hear from 
grantees concern about multi-session parenting curricula, and OSU was firm about pushing 
them to complete full curricula – they push to hubs deliver programs with fidelity.  It usually 
works out better than expected.   
 
Question: – beyond completion of class, do you ask 2 or 3 years down the line to see if the 
parenting skills are maintained?  Mary Louise said that OSU is working on this, and the Polk 



County hub is a pilot site.  One of the challenges is keeping track of parents’ locations.  
They are exploring the possibility of a federal collaboration to evaluate the long term impact 
of parent education.  Potentiall, OPEC can gather information that would be useful across 
the country, including a look at what works best with different populations, such as the  
Parenting Skills Ladder. 
 
Question: – Did you see a difference in outcomes based on type of service?  Like 
workshops vs. classes?  Mary Louise said that they only used the Parenting Skills Ladder 
for full series of classes.  In fact, if grantees offer a condensed version of a series,  OSU 
evaluates it as a workshop.   
 
Question – For the $90k grant, what are deliverables?  Are there the same expectations for 
each hub?  Mary Louise said that the hubs tell OPEC their goals, and if we (the 
foundations/OPEC) don’t think they’re reaching high enough, we’ll make suggestions.  This 
takes into account geographic characteristics.   
 
Question – What about meeting fatigue?  Mary Louise said that being a hub is an incentive 
for more effective use of everyone’s resources.  One organization might be short on 
participants and another might have wait lists.  It’s like a study in how organizations work 
together and why, and it’s not just about money.  This is important for the early learning 
hubs to know.  There is not much money, so what is the draw to bring partners together?   
 
Announcements 
Elana announced that Roberto Rivera is leaving the 211 Family Info team and that 211info 
is identifying another bilingual staff person to complete this work.  
 
Amanda announced that Liz Baxter is new director of Oregon Public Health Institute.  
 
Upcoming Attractions 
Elana said that Steve Shuman (our LAUNCH Technical Assistance Specialist), Roxane 
Kaufmann (also on the LAUNCH Technical Assistance Team, with expertise in mental 
health consultation, among other things), and Tara Parra, our Federal Grant Officer, are all 
coming to Portland for our September 11 Young Child Wellness Council meeting.  We will 
meet from 9:00-12:00 to work on sustainability planning.   
 
In October, we will hear from Erin Deahn and Marie ____, a researcher at UW, about the 
Relational Health Assessment being piloted in Clackamas County. 


